4000 years of war against the Jews and against non Jews

Anti-Semitism = hatred and murder of Jews and later of non Jews who are different or not part of the anti-Semites

MOSHE SISELENDER
THE WORDS OF JEREMIAH SON OF HILKEYOHU FROM THE KOHANIM IN
THE TRIBE OF BENJAMIN JEREMIAH 1:1

GOD SPOKE AND SAID TO ME BEFORE I FORMED YOU IN THE BELLY I
ALREADY KNEW YOU. BEFORE YOU EMERGED FROM YOUR MOTHER’S
WOMB I SANCTIFIED YOU. A PROPHET TO ALL THE NATIONS I HAVE
COMMISSIONED YOU. JEREMIAH 1:5

INTERPRETATION

You exist in God’s memory as long as GOD exists. God transcends
time and space. For God the past of zillion of years and the future of zillion of years is
always the present. For man the present is no more than an instant that dies and turns
into the past before one can blink. God’s memory is an integral part of God. However
what God has in His memory is what God plans to create. It is not God as Aristotle
postulated and later on Spinoza expanded Aristotle’s theory to create Pantheism.

I LENT YOU TO YOUR PARENTS FOR A TOO BRIEF PERIOD. THEN I
CALLED YOU BACK TO MY MEMORY. -GAN EDEN HEAVEN.

YOU WILL EXISTS AS I GOD EXIST FOR EVER ETERNALLY.

YOUR MISSION IS THAT YOUR MEMORY BE AN ETERNAL BLESSING.
WHOM EVER YOU TOUCH WILL BE BLESSED.
BORUCH ATO HASHEM ELOKANU MELECH HOOLOM ASHER NOTAN LASECHVI BINO. LEHAvCHIN BEN YOM UBAIN LOLO-BLESSED ART THOU GOD OUR GOD SOVEREIGN OF THE UNIVERSE WHO GIVES TO THE COX INTELLIGENCE TO DISTINGUISH -TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DAY AND NIGHT- THE FIRST BLESSING RECITED BY JEWS AT MORNING PRAYERS.


WOULD GOD NOT HAVE GIVEN THE COX INTELLIGENCE NO BIRDS INSECTS REPTILES FISH SEA ANIMALS AS WELL AS ALL ANIMAL OR MAN WOULD HAVE HAD INTELLIGENCE.

SECHVI ALSO DENOTES HUMAN INTELLIGENCE IN THE HEART AND MIND RASHI ON JOB 38:36. GOD CREATED THE PROTOTYPE WITH THE COX ON THE FIFTH DAY OF CREATION. MI SHOS BATUCHOS HOCHMO O MI NOTAN LASECHVI BINO? WHO GAVE THE INNER ORGANS OF MAN WISDOM OR INTELLIGENCE TO THE COX? JOB 38:36. THE ANSWER THAT GOD GAVE TO JOB. GOD CREATED THE PROTOTYPE OF INTELLIGENCE IN THE PAST IN THE COX GOD CONTINUES TO CREATE EVERY SPLIT SECOND OF TIME INTELLIGENCE. GOD CONTINUOUSLY HAS HIS HANDS ON EVERY THING THAT IS OCCURRING . AS HOEBLES IN 1929 POSTULATED THE THEORY OF THE EVER EXPANDING UNIVERSE . THE UNIVERSE IS CONTINUOUSLY BEING CREATED, BY GOD. SO TOO, DIVINE PROVIDENCE ALTHOUGH UNSEEN IS PERPETUALLY PRESENT. FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO SEE- PROVIDENCE IS VISIBLE. IT IS NOT CHANCE THAT HAPPENS IT IS NOT A COINCIDENCE BUT DIVINE PROVIDENCE.

MA TOVU OHELECHO YAAKOV MISHKENOSECHO YISROEL

How good are your tents O Jacob- your dwelling places O israel Numbers 24:5
Vayar Eokim es kol asher oso vehinai TOV yevihi erev vehi boker yom hashishi.genesis 1:31 vayechulo hashomayim vechooretz vechol tzvohom Genesis2:1

And God saw all that He created and it was TOV meod very good. Genesis 1:31and [HE] completed the heavens and the earth. and all other parts of creation Genesis 2:1 Rasi cites the Medrish that All creation was made with the understanding that man accept the Torah that was created before creation.- Jews are mandated to observe all The laws of Kosher Sabbath Holidays Circumcision and all other laws summarized in the Shulchan Aruch in addition to observing the Seven Nohadite principles of humanity -to belief in God not to murder not to steal not to rape to establish courts of law and police forces to administrer the laws not to be cruel to animals birds reptiles and all non human life. Not to discriminate in the application of the laws on the basis of gender race color national origin or religion. That is to observe all all Federal State and local laws. . Non Jews need observe no more than the seven Nohadite laws . That means all the Federal State and local laws . In that way man would realize perfection and his/her soul remain alive to eternity.

Asapro el Chok Hashem omar elai Beni ato ani hayom yeladaticho Psalms 2:5. I repeat God said to me “You are my son Today have I given birth to you.”

Interpretation : When man/ woman learn and observe the words of God it is as though God has given birth to them When man/woman have no children but because of them humans learn the words of God it is the same as they have given birth to them. Thus if someone dies in his youth and leaves no children but because of him other humans learn Torah the words of God these individuals who learn and observe Torah are considered his/her children. Thus the deceased lives eternally through the generations of people his Torah teachings have touched.

The name TOVU DENOTES THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF PERFECTION.

When man uses his resources to promote Judaism and ethical conduct and obedience of Federal and State laws such a man has reached the highest level of perfection as TOVU TZVI represents.

Kol dodi hinai se bo medaeg el hehorim mekapetx al hagvoat the Song of Songs 2:8 The sound of my beloved that he is coming -that he leaping over mountains and jumping over all obstacles to reach and rescue me.

Dome dodi LATZVI o leoffer hoayolim hinei ze omed aber koslanu mashgiaim min hachaloot matziz min hacharovim .In his swiftness to redeem me my beloved can be compared . to a deer - a gazelle or young hart. He was standing behind the wall and had complete control of all events through the window and peered though the lattice. Song of Songs 2:9
Interpretation God the beloved of the Jewish people Israel leaps over mountains and over comes all obstacle to rescue the Jews and keep them alive through out the long exile for the last 2000 years. God is in command of the Jews’ destiny and through Divine Providence kept the Jews alive all these thousands of years in a world of hatred and anti Semitism After two thousand years my beloved God created the forces that leads to the establishment of the modern State if Israel. Song of Songs 2:9. I thought I would be alone, but behold He was standing behind our wall observing through the windows peering through the lattices Song of Songs 2:9

Venoach motzo Chain beainai Hashem And Noach found Chain or Chana -grace -in the Eyes of God Genesis 6:7
Venoach ish tzadik tomim hoyo bedorosov es Elokim hishalech Noach
and Noah was a saint forth right in his generation. and walked in accordance with God’s law.

The names Chana Nechoma are derived from the word vayenochem God changes His attitude and direction that reflects the attitude and behavior of mankind. When man woman behave and live in accordance with God’s will GOD showers mankind with blessings and peace and prosperity. When mankind is depraved God in turn mirrors their attitude and changes direction. The generation of the flood were depraved. God retaliated with a deluge that wiped out all of mankind except Noah and his immediate family and the animals and birds that he saved. in the ark.

When six million Jews and one half million Jewish children are murdered by the Nazis and abandoned by the world, God after 2000 years changes his direction and gives rise to the forces that lead to the creation of the state of Israel.

This is what Isaiah 40:1 prophesied "Nachmu Nachmu Ami yomar Elokachem" There exists a shift a change of posture by God who sets off a series of events by Divine Providence that leads to the creation of the State of Israel.

That is the etymology of the names Chana and Nechoma.
Vayizak Moshe el Hashem lamor El no REFO no AELO
And Moses Screamed to God saying God please heal her Numbers 12:13
Vayiospallel Avrohom el Hoelokim VAYIRPO Elokim es Avimelech
ves ishto veamosov vayoledu And Abraham prayed to God and He
healed Avimelech his wife his maid servants and they were able to give
birth Genesis 20 :17
Refoenu hashem veneropai hosheanuveninivoshea ki sehilosanu ato
vehale refuah shlamo lechol makosanu. Heal us GOD and we will be
healed save us and we will be saved and bring forth a complete healing
and cure ror all our deformities and illnesses Shmonei esrei week day
prayer recited three times a day

Beshem HASHEM ELOKAI Yisroel Mimini Micoel umismoli
Miccoel Umilfonai Uriel Umeachorais RAFOEL Umilmalo Schinas EL

In the name of God on my right hand is the angel Michoel on my left
hand is the angel Gavriel In front of me is the Angel Uriel and behind
me is the Angel RAFOEL .and above me is the Holy presence of God.
Prayer recited at night before going to sleep

The Rambam Laws of Sabbath 2:3 cites the Talmud Bavali Yoma 83ab
84ab entire Torah and all laws are trumped to save a human life. Even
in case of a doubt we will rule to trump all laws of the Torah. Shulchan
Aruch Orec Chaim 328 The reason is because the Torah is tree of life
not a prescription for death. Ushmartem es chukosai ves mishpotai ashe
yaaseh osom hodom vechai bohem ani hashem . And you shall observe
all my laws Chukim those that transcend human understanding and those
laws that are rational that man shall do them and live I am God.
Leviticus 18:5
Anyone who defies this ordinance of God is considered by
Maimonides as a heretic,

God created a partnership with man . Man must use medical help
follow the prescriptions and advise of doctors and God will then heal
him/her. The same applies to all matters in life. God helps those who
help themselves. Man is forbidden to rely on miracles. Miracles very rarely occur.

Vatomer LEAH NATON ELOKIM schori and LEA said NATON IA- God paid me for my good deed that I gave my maid to my husband as a wife Genesis 30:18

The moral lesson is that God mirrors the deeds of man/woman. When one shows compassion toward other humans and treats them as equals God repays one. It may take time for God to repay but God does not lie. Chabakok 2:3 ki od chazon lamoed veyogaach lakatz velo yechazev im yismamayho chakai lo ki bo yovo velo yacher,

It too k 2000 years for God to create the miracle of the resurrected State of Israel. Jews patiently waited and it finally happened in 1948

Vayshlach es HAYONAH meito liros hakalu hamayim meal pnai hoadomo And he [Noah] sent the YONAH the pigeon to scout if the waters of the flood had receded. Genesis 8:8 The pigeon returned to Noah since the waters did not recede. The second time the pigeon returned with a leaf. Genesis 8:11 The third time the pigeon did not return,

The moral is that it is better to be independent and survive on a meager life style than have all wealth and be at the mercy of others.

Al hanisim veal hanifloas veal hamilchomos veal hayeshuos sheoso lavosannu bayomim hohem vehazman hazeh. Bimai MATISYOHU ben Yochonon Hakohen godol etc Regarding the miracles and salvation God performed and the victories in wars and salvation of the Jewish people historically and today we thank God. In the days of MATISYOHU the son of Yochonon the high priest the miracle of Chanukah occured. Jews light eight candles of the Chanukah menorah to commemorate the miracle that the jug of oil Matisyohu found in the Holy Temple was sufficient for one day but lasted eight. This was a sign that it was Providence that was a very important factor in the victory of the few Jewish s fighters under MATISYOHU who defeated the mighty Greek
army. and secured independence. This prayer is recited in the shmonei esrei and during grace after meals during the eight days of Chanukah.

So, too today the few Jewish defenders defeated the Arabs. The entire Jewish population in Israel in 1948 were no more than 600,000 Jews that included old people, women, and children.

For the last 60 plus years six and one half million Jews defeat one billion Muslims and one billion Europeans who daily seek to destroy and exterminate all the Jews. It is God who is guarding Israel. Yes, we must use natural means to defend ourselves. But it is really God’s Providence who delivers the victory to the Jewish people. Israel will last forever. The name of Jeremiah will last forever. As the prophet Jeremiah sang in ode yeshomai beorei yehudah ube chutzos yerushelayim kol sosan vekol simcho kol chason vekol kallah. Kol mitzalos chasonim mechuposon uneorim memishtai neginosom And it will be heard in the the cities of Judea and in the alleys of Jerusalem the sound of jubilation and the sound of great happiness the voice of celebration of a groom and the voice of great joy of a bride. A voice of jubilation of a groom under the canopy and all the guests from the wedding celebration. Jeremiah 33:10-11 - recited as part of the seven benedictions in every wedding.

The groom is God the bride are the Jewish people restored in the resurrected State of modern Israel. GOD will never again abandon the Jews As God is eternal so too will the modern Jewish State of Israel remain eternal in all of historical and new Israel- Judea Shomron Golan Heights Gaza and of course all of historical and new Jerusalem. Amen Amen Amen

Both NATANYA and MATISYOHU mean the gift of God. NATAN YO God gave. NOTAN HATORAH God gave the Torah 3500 years
 ago and NOTAIN HATORA God gives the Torah every day. God showed Moses at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago all the Torah that every Rabbincial scholar would create and deduce from existing law and precedent. This blessing is recited daily in the morning. With the past and present tense. MATISYOHU MATES give YOHU by God.

MATEN TORAH the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago in the presence of all the millions of Jews and non Jews present alive at that time in addition to the souls of the billions not born yet is the historic metaphysic experience that differentiates Judaism from all other religions and philosophies. That is why the experience at Mount Sinai is called REVELATION. All Jews and non JEWS born or not born but yet in the memory of God their souls had the experience of this REVELATION. SHAVUOT celebrated 50 days after Passover signifies the day God gave the Torah -REVELATION. every man woman child are the WITNESSES. SHAVUOT IS THE HOLIDAY OF WITNESSES. THESE WITNESSES TRANSMITTED TO THEIR OFFSPRING AND THEIR OFFSPRING TO THEIR OFFSPRING. THE CHAIN CONTINUES TO THIS DAY AND TO ETERNITY.

JEWS DO NOT REQUIRE A LEAP OF FATH THAT THE DISCIPLES WHO WITNESSES THE EVENT OF THE BIRTH OF THEIR RELIGION WERE TELLING THE TRUTH. THERE EXISTS NO CONTRADICTIONS OF THE EXPERIENCE OF REVELATION FROM ONE JEW AND ONE TRADITION TO ANOTHER. Rambam Laws of Mada- Yesodei Hatorra 8 1.;3

IN ALL OTHER RELIGIONS THERE EXISTS CONTRADICTIONS TO THE SERIES OF EVENTS THAT OCCURRED. All other religions claim that one or a few disciples witnessed the declaration of God of the new faith. With all thir dogmas and theology. All other humans must make a leap of fath and believe the
testimony of the few witnesses, No original documents exist. What documents remain were first written 400 to 800 years after the event. YIRMEOHU means uplifted by God. YESHAYOHU means granted salvation by God. REFOEL means healed by God. TUVYOH means embodying goodness by God.

Ish yehudi hoyo beshshon habiro A man coming from Judea a Jew was in Sushon the capital of ancient Persia at the time of the Purim story referring to Mordechai. Esther 2: 5 asher hu Yehudi That he was a Jew Esther 3:4

Biknaf ish yehudi lamor The nations of the world will hold the edge of the garments of a Jew and beg him to lead them to Zion and Jerusalem so they can learn Torah the words of God. They will help all Jews immigrate to Israel to fulfill the prophesy of God as proclaimed by all the prophets Zecharia 5:23 Women added the “it” Yehudit All Jews are known as Yehudim.

Ulai iesh Tikvah perhaps there remains Hope Eicho 2:29 Ubetach ish Tikvoh surely there is Hope Job 11:18. Veish Tikvoh leachrisecho And there remains hope that at the end God will come to save the Jews Jeremiah 31:14 Vetehi ledal Tikvah And there is Hope that the poor and downtrodden will be helped by God Job 5:16 Yesor bincho ki ish Tikvoh Punish your child then there is Hope Proverbs 19:18 Choshech shivto sonei beno One who spares the Rod and does not discipline hates his child Proverbs 13:25 Tikva Hope is the secret to Jewish survival for the last 4000 years. Our faith is grounded in positive thinking that in the end God will deliver us from all our trials and tribulations. It took 2000 years but in 1948 the Jewish people rose from the dead as described vividly by Ezekiel chapter 37. Ezekiel prophesied that the Jewish people would be restored in Israel the same as a great number of Jews slain by their enemies and their corpses now bones were resurrected and became alive.
Rachel prayed to God to grant her another child when she gave birth to Yoseph. Genesis 30:23, 24. So she named her son Yoseph.

Halo Aaron ochicho halevi iodati ki daber yedaber hu Exodus 4:14 And Aaron your brother I God know will talk in your behalf since you Moses have diffuculty speaking you stutter Exodus 4:14 Yedaber hu el haom. Vehu yihye lech lapeh vato tiyeh lo lelohim He Aaron will serve as your mouth and your role will be akin to God. Unkelos interprets god to mean his teacher. A teacher who teaches Torah is deemed as a parent as the messenger of God akin to God. The angels are called benai Elokim the children of God. Job 2;1. Man however is called akin to God Ani omarti Elokim atem ubnei elyon kulchem ochen keodom tomusum. I God said you are akin to God and akin to the heavenly creatures -if you follow the Torah- otherwise you will die as Adam. Psalms 82:6. The Rabbinical court is called the court of God The court is the viceroy the living representative of God. God is present during the deliberations of the Rabbinical Court. See Rashi Genesis 18;1 Exodus 22:27 Elokim lo tekallel You shall not curse God targum Unkelos interprets Elokim God as well as the Dayona -the Rabbinical Court. Aaron is the symbol of peace compassion and love. Aaron was beloved by all Jews. Torat Emet hoy to bephihu veavlo lo nimtzo besposoph cesholom ubemishor holoch iti verabim hashiv meovon. The torah truth is in his mouth and no inequity are ever uttered by his lips. He deals equitably with all men and women regardless of gender race color religion or place of origin. And a multitude he saved from sin, since he was an icon of Judaism and what a Jew is. Melachi 2:6 Ki sifsei Kohen yishmeru daat vetorah yevakshu mepihu. For the lips of a Kohen -any one named Aaron observe Torah and Judaism Torah shall you seek from him. Mealchi 2:7 Aaron the brother of Moses, as well a all people called Aaron are the symbol of integrity equity loyalty and goodness. They are the icons of what a Jew is. Leviticus 19: 15, 18, 34,35 lo tase aval bamishpot you shall not do inequity in your judgement Leviticus 19:15 veohafto lereecho komoco you shall love another as
yourself what is detestable to you you shall not do to an other. What is
detestable to an other even if not detestable to you you shall not do to an
other. Leviticus 19:18 veki yogur itchem ger bearchechem lo sonu oso.
keezrach mikem yihyeh lochem hagor itchem veohavto lo komocho ki
garim hoyihsem beertetz mitraim ani hashem Elokaichem And when a
stranger live in your land you shall not discriminate against him The
same laws the same equity are to be applied for all with out
discriminating by gender religion race or place of origin . The authority
for this basic Bill of Rights this Magna Carta is the Almighty God.

It must be understood that when Judaism discusses that the
judgement of the rabbinical Court has the status of the word of Elokim
God it is not meant to STATE LITERALLY GOD. IT IS NOT I
REPEAT NOT INFALLIBLE AS WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE -
THE JUDGEMENT OF THE POPE AND HIS COUNSEL OF
CARDINALS. ON THE CONTRARY JUDAISM TEACHES THAT
ALL MEN HAVE THE RIGHT TO INTERPRET THE BIBLE. IF
THEY HAVE UNDERGONE THE PROPER TRAINING AND KNOW
WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT. THEIR
INTERPRETATIONS ARE REGARDED AS SACRED BY GOD.
THOSE INTERPRETATIONS WERE ALL REVEALED TO MOSES
AT MOUNT SINAI 3500 YEARS AGO WHEN TWICE MOSES
SPENT 40 DAYS EACH TIME AT MOUNT SINAI TALMUD
BAVALI MENOCHOT 29B AND 110 a. RAMBAM LAWS OF
SHMITA 12:13. HOWEVER ONE PERSON’S INTERPRETATION
MAY NOT NECESSARILY BE THE INTERPRETATION MEANT
FOR JEWS TO OBSERVE OR NON JEWS. ALL RELIGIONS HAVE
A PLACE IN THE DIVINE DESIGN. EACH RELIGION
PHILOSOPHY FOR THEIR VOTARIES, AS LONG AS ONE
RELIGION OR PHILOSOPHY OR POLITICAL ORDER DOES NOT
IMPOSE ITS TENETS ON THOSE WHO DIFFER AND PROVIDES
FREEDOM OF RELIGION AND THOUGHT ALL HAVE EQUAL
FAVOR IN THE EYES OF GOD.

Bavali Talmud Menochot 110 a Shulchan Aruch Orech Chayim
Ramo 156:1 citing Ran end of first chapter Talmud Bavali Avodah
Vayoeil Moshe loshevet im hoish venoton lo es TZIPORA bito leisho. And Moses agreed to remain with Jethro and Jethro gave Moses TZIPORA his daughter to Moses as a wife. Exodus 2:21 Vayehi boker vehinai hi Leah And when Jacob awoke in the morning thinking he had married Rachael Lovon his father in law had deceived him. It was Leah. The Targum translates morning vehave BETZORPHA Genesis 29:25

Before the Torah was given at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago it was permitted to marry two or more sisters at the same time. According to archaeologists and social scientists many ancient and modern day societies— who have little contact with Western culture or elect to follow their own norms— favor multitude marriages of one husband to one or more sisters. In that way the parents find a suitable husband for as many of their female children. They no longer have to worry. In modern day Pakistan there exists a norm to have sisters marry the brothers once they make a right match in a good family.

Let us get back to the Bible. Jacob worked seven years for Lavan in order to win the hand of Rachael. Lavan deceived him and substituted Leah. Both Leah and Rachael were part of this conspiracy. Rachael loved Leah and agreed to share her husband with her sister and two other half sisters. Before the Torah was given 3500 years ago at Mount Sinai it was ok to marry sisters and half sisters at the same time.

When Adam and Eve ate from the etz hadaaas the tree of wisdom at the Garden of Eden Judaism teaches man/ woman acquired Divine wisdom that they could use for good or bad. Vayomer Hashem Elokimhen hen hoyo hodom keachad mimenu lodaat tov verah veato pen yislach yodo velokach gam metz hachayim veochal vechai leolom. And God said
now that Adam has eaten from the tree of knowledge and acquired the knowledge of genius to build destructive forces lest he/she then eat from the tree of everlasting life and live for ever. He/she can elect to become a saint or a demon a monster and proclaim themselves god and destroy the world. Let us remove him from Paradise where the tree of everlasting life is located. I God will then be able to control man/woman by death if they get out of control. Genesis 3:22

mi nason lashechvi bino who gave to the shechvi bino- intuition and genius shechvi could either be the heart of man- the human ; or the heart of man the evil demon the beast. Job 38:36 They can invent atomic power and build space ships that defy gravity and land on the Moon Mars and conquer space. Shechvi is also translated as kk or kkk. Kk can mean kehilo kedosho a holy congregation or kkk - kodosh kodosh kodosh holy holy holy proclaimed by all the angels for God. Kkk is also the initial used by the klux klux klan. Man/woman is free to elect what his shechvi his bino his genius will become. God even though he exercises Divine Providence every split second in everything that occurs Jeremiah 10:10 -nevertheless grants man/woman free will to use his bino his kk his genius what they want. Yes, God then engineers the course of events in the contingency that a certain group of society get out of control that other forces or men/women will control and contain the damage wrought by the evil doers. Thus God set in motion the forces that saw the creation of the State of Israel in 1948 following on the ashes of the holocaust. That was part of the Divine plan to restore Jews to the Jewish state of Israel as prophesised by all the prophets. All the Arabs Muslims and Europeans who want to create a Palestinian State alongside or swallow the Jewish State of Israel are in the words of the prophets Gog Umogog Zecharia chapter 38. They all will fall at the swords of each other vehofachti kisei mamlochos vehishmadeti chok malochos
God swears that those Europeans and Muslims who want to replace Jewish Israel with a Palestinian state and wage war against the Jewish State of Israel will all perish destroyed by each one killing the others. The Arab spring in 2011 saw the downfall of Egypt Tunisia Libya and soon as of this writing the downfall of Syria. Al Queda declares and is waging war against all Europeans. Either they convert and accept their version of Islam or else they will be killed. The ideology of death has Muslims kill Muslim with daily suicide bombings...see Commentary of Malbim Chagai 2:22

God says bayom hahu neum hashem ospho es hatzoleah vehanidcho akabrzeoh veasher horaisi vesamti es hatzoleah lisharis vehanachlo legi otzum umoloch hashem aleym behar tzion mayato ad olom. The downtrodden Jews decimated by all the nations in the holocaust that killed six million Jews and one half million Jewish children; the remnants will be gathered in Zion and will never be replaced by any other people Muslims or Europeans for ever and ever meato vead olom to
Man / woman can also say I am god. I can do any thing I want to do. I can destroy the planet earth and kill all its inhabitants if they do not proclaim me as their god and worship my version of my religion. It is then that God destroys the impostures. Ani omarti elokim atem ubnei elyom kulchem. Ochen keodom temusin. Psalms 82:6,7.

I said you are akin to God and the heavenly creatures however you will die as Adam did if you get out of control. Otherwise man/woman will live for ever. Daniel 12:2,3 verabim meyoshnei ofor yakitzu ele lechaye olom veale lacharpos olom vehamaskilim yazhiru kezohar harakia umatzdikai horabim kakhovim leolom voed. A multitude will rise from the dead the righteous those who are partners in a project of benefiting society and man kind like all these essays and books written by Moshe ben Siselsender will live leolom voed -for ever lasting life the righteous will live for ever lasting life. And will never die.

They presently live and exist for ever. They always exist in the memory of God they will always exist in the memory of man/woman.
Living in 2007 and having the benefits of Monday morning hindsight we can examine today's problems and dangers that threaten the lives of Jews and non Jews in Israel and the rest of the world. The threat to the very existence of the Jews and the State of Israel can be examined and solutions weighed on the scale of Jewish and world history. We can also use the guidance of the 4000 year old religion of the Jews as summarized in the Talmud and that literature summarized in the four parts of the Shulchan Aruch with all the thousands of commentaries and responsa for the past 1500 years.

Jewish existence is a manifestation of Divine Providence. Jewish existence has baffled friend and foe- no less Hitler in my Kampf. The most fiendish men in history were baffled by the phenomena of Jewish existence for the last 4000 years. The negation of Jewish existence is at once an attempt by mortal men to deny the Divine Providence of the will of G-d and his design for mankind, as well as, an attempt to fight G-d's laws by killing the messenger -the Jews. This is the symbolic message of the story in the Bible in Genesis of the tower of Babel. Men in that era conspired to declare war on G-d. G-d is all powerful and is not visible. How can man wage war with G-d? The answer is to destroy G-d's messengers. I will use the Christian concept of the crucifixion since that is the most appropriate word to dramatize the treatment of Jews. Jews for the last 4000 years have been crucified. Christian philosophers have been mystified how G-d can be crucified? But they have participated in the killing of not G-d but his creations Jews and non Jews. Abortions and euthanasia is a mortal sin. But killing Jews and non Jews who do not share the identical belief system of their tormentors -even if they be Christians is a Mitzvah a great deed that one will inherit heaven. The Jewish Bible was used to warp its message of dignity and choseness by G-d for every human regardless of sex race religion or national origin. They did not have to wrestle with killing the omnipotent G-d who can not be touched. They could destroy his message by fraudulently projecting to the Jew and non Jew who was different all their vices. One Jew- Jesus- was used as an excuse to kill millions of sons and daughters of G-d -Jews and non Jews. These anti Semites have projected their crime to the head of the Jews for the past 2000 years. It took a holocaust and 20 years later in 1965 that the Catholic Church under the leadership of Pope John gathered the courage to rescind this libel and absolve Jews from the charge of deicide. There was a public apology to all Jews and non Jews for the crimes committed against them by the inquisition and 2000 years of torture and
killing all in the name of G-d and Jesus. Would Jesus be alive during all these
cenuries since his death and today- as Christians are awaiting his return -I have no
doubt that Hitler aided by the Europeans would have shipped him to the gas
chambers as they did to any Jew even though he converted. I am sure that
Roosevelt and Churchill would they have been appraised that Jesus Christ was
detained in the concentration camps and was awaiting execution would not have
blinked. They would refuse to bomb the gas chambers. They would have refused
to give Eichman 10,000 trucks with coffee for the German army in order to save
one million Jews among whom Jesus Christ was found. Francisco Franco dictator
of Spain was willing to accommodate one million Jews in Spain for the duration of
the war.

Franco was a descendant of the Moranos -whose fore parents elected to
convert and remain in Spain in 1492 when all Jews who did not convert were
banished. Hirohito the Japanese emperor claimed that his fore parents were
descendants of one of the 10 last tribes who comprised the Kingdom of Israel
exiled by Sarnehereb king of Assuria approximately 2600 years ago. Diring the
second World War Japan arranged for 50,000 Jews to be rescued in Manchuria
China that Japan controlled. Other Jews traveled to Tokyo and other parts of
Japan. The Japanese royal house practice some Jewish rites even today. They
circumcize their new born male babies at eight days. Seven days following
menstruation married women will dip in a pool of spring water before resuming
normal sexual relations with their husband. This is precisely what observant
Jewish women do..there exists 5000 Hebrew words in the Japanese language that
were introduced bythe Japanese royal house.

Thus we see the hand of Providence . In the midst of the fires of the holocaust
Providence intervened through the instrument of a man who believed that he is a
descendant of Jews -Hirohito. Another man who claimed to be a descendant of
Jews offered to save one million Jews -Francisco Franco but was stymied by two
Anglo Saxons. -Roosevelt and Churchill.

The State of Israel honors all non Jews who risked their lives or were killed by
the Nazis in their effort to save Jews. Thousands of non Jewish heroes exist .THEY
ARE CALLED CHASIDEI UMOS HAOLEM -RIGHTOUS GENTILES. AND
WILL MERIT ETENAL LIFE IN HEAVEN AND THE ETERNAL THANKS OF
ALL THE JEWISH PEOPLE. THEY ALL MERIT ALL THE HONORS IN THE
WORLD AND EVERLASTING GRATITUDE FROM THE JEWISH PEOPLE.
AMONG SUCH HEROES - THE NAME OF THE SWEDISH DIPLOMAT
WALLENSTEIN TOPS THE LIST. HE SUCCEEDED IN SAVING
THOUSANDS OF JEWS IN HUNGARY. HE UNFORTUNATELY WAS
CAPTURED BY THE SOVIETS, IMPRISONED AND NEVER RELEASED. NO
ONE KNOWS WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM. 60 YEARS AFTER THE
HOLOCAUST HIS FATE REMAINS A MYSTERY.

It is very enigmatic that Great Britain is the seat of the bill of rights in the
Magna Carta. However, Great Britain was the first nation in all of Europe that
adopted a Juden Rein policy from 1300 till the middle of the 1600. It was followed
by Spain and Portugal who banished their Jewish citizens who refused to convert in
1492 in Spain followed approximately 10 years later in Portugal. Once the
converted Jews integrated with the gentile population their competition in all fields
-commerce, the clergy, the army became too much for the Spaniards. The converted
Jews or Moranos won the top posts and positions in Spain and intermarried with
the wealthiest and influential families. Two former Jews became Popes. The
Spaniards were alarmed and restricted former Jews to enter the competition. One
had to prove that he or she possessed Christian blood for five or ten generations.
Only they could be candidates for the coveted positions in the army, clergy or
commerce or marry into the influential and wealthy families.

The emancipation of the Jew in Europe and opening up all fields to the Jew
was responsible to a degree in accelerating anti-Semitism. The Jew was now a
serious competitor for non-Jews. When Hitler seized power in 1933 he found a very
fertile field for gentile jealousy and resentment of Jewish competence and success.
By confiscating all Jewish wealth and forbidding Jews to compete in all fields the
Nazis were able to distribute Jewish assets and positions to non-Jews. The same
situation existed in the rest of Europe. THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF
NON-Jews welcomed the opportunity to get rid of Jewish competition. NO ONE
REFUSED STOLEN JEWISH ASSETS OR POSITIONS HELD BY JEWS.

Thus the precedent from Spain was borrowed by the Nazis. All Europeans
welcomed this policy like a breath of fresh air.

THUS the only solution for Jews is to have a country of their own, Israel is our
land given by G-d to the Jews for eternity. We won this land through the blood of millions of our martyrs all over the world AND FIGHTING FOR THIS LAND. AFTER SIX WARS AGAINST ARAB ARMIES AND TERRORISTS. WE ARE NOT WORSE THAN EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD. POSSESSION AND CONQUEST BY THE FORCE OF ARMS =OWNERSHIP. NOT WHAT THE ANTI SEMITIC UNITED NATIONS WANTS TO DEPRIVE JEWS FROM RETAINING ALL THE LAND OF JUDEA- THE WEST BANK AND GAZA. THE PALESTINIANS ALREADY POSSESS AN INDEPENDENT COUNTRY CALLED JORDAN. LET ALL OF THEM GO THERE AND RENAME IT PALESTINE. ALL OF ISRAEL BELONGS ONLY FOR JEWS TO ETERNITY.

Thus the Nazi Nuremberg laws have a precedent in Spain. Their goal of making Europe Juden rein has a precedence in Great Britain. This precedent the Europeans have attempted to enforce in Israel for the last 60 years. The Nazis had in Germany over 300,000 volumes authored by different authors from the beginning of time in all languages that contained the libels and lies about Judaism and Jews that cast Jews as sub humans deserving to be destroyed. The writings of Catholic and Protestants anti Semites invoking their warped interpretation of both the Jewish Bible and New Testament continued the tradition of hate and murder of the Jew and later of non Jews.

When one examines the writings of gentile historians philosophers and novelists for the past 2000 years one is astounded at the defamation libel and lies about Jews and Judaism. The hatred of the Jew was a given. It was the natural and accepted way. This disease remained and survived the renaisance the liberalization winds inaugurated by Napoleon and the liberalization in France Germany and Great Britain. The ugly head of anti Semitism survived the holocaust resurrected in a new body -concern for the Palestinians -in order to destroy Israel and massacre all the Jews.

The prophet Izekiel states that in the end of days The Jews will return to Israel. However both Ismael -the Arabs and Essauv -the Europeans will unite to attempt to destroy Israel. However G-d will intervene and there will be a great war of civilizations between Ismael and Essev -the Arabs and the Europeans. The Jews will be saved and Israel as a Jewish State WILL SURVIVE FOR ETERNITY. THE
Toshphos in ZEOCHIM STATES THAT THERE WILL NEVER BE A THIRD TIME THAT JEWS WILL BE EXILED FROM ISRAEL. There never will be a third Churbon destruction - in Israel.

However G-D helps those individuals and countries who help themselves. There exists two conflicting traditions. [1] tradition states that the third temple will be built on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem Israel by men [2] another tradition states that the temple will be built by G-d in heaven and will then be lowered by G-d on the temple mount. The contradiction is reconciled by the rabbis of the talmud in the following manner: If all Jews become Sabbath observers at least once then they will merit Divine interference and miracles. However if that goal is not met then they must survive by natural means. That is the way the Chazon Ish in his writings on Yoreh Dayoh. explains that only very pious men who never sinned can rely on miraculous salvation; not anyone else. The Talmud in tractate Shabbot states that no one should rely on miraculous delivery from a dangerous situation. ALL INDIVIDUALS MUST CONDUCT THEIR LIVES ON NATURAL MEANS. G-D HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.

Jesus is revered while dead; but never would he be alive. Other Jews likewise are revered when dead. Memorials are built for their memory. Laws are passed against deniers of the Holocaust. It is a crime punishable in Austria and Germany by five years imprisonment. However again it is a mitzvah to kill living Jews. The European Union donated 50 million euros to assist a Polish cleric to spread his anti-Semitic poison on his network of radio shows. The European Union have and is continuing to donate billion of dollars pounds and now euros to keep alive the Palestinian refugees to supplant the Jews in Israel. Not G-d forbid to settle them and make them productive citizens wherever they are; but to use them as pawns to eradicate the State of Israel. For the last 60 years the Europeans have competed among themselves for the fat oil and munition contracts to sell arms to the Arabs in their wars against Israel. They have supported the Arabs politically as well as economically. Before Israel existed the Europeans were leading the world as the greatest oppressors of the Arabs and Africans. Millions of Africans Arabs and Asians were killed and maimed in order to realize the European dream of the sun never sets on European imperialism and colonism. Two world wars caused over 200 million killed non Jews, in addition to the 6 million killed by the Nazis and the silence of the Europeans. The casualties were all Christians. Over 2000 years most of the casualties and victims were Christians killed by other Christians.
Even the Muslims essentially believe in Jesus. Not as the son of G-D, but as a prophet. This fact was used as an excuse to kill them and wrest Palestine from them. Thousands and possibly millions died in the crusade wars over hundreds of years. Then the Christians killed each other over the conflicting interpretations of the New Testament. For a generation Christians-Catholics killed other Christians-Protestants when Luther started his schism. Among the many issues included interpretation of the New Testament and the degree of fidelity, if any, to be given to the Pope. The Anglicans Eastern Russian and Greek Orthodox Church also rebelled against Rome. Again in the twentieth Century Catholics killed Protestants and Protestants killed Catholics over the status of Ireland.

World History is full of pages of murder robbery rapes and inquisitions all in the name of G-D. Six million Indians were massacred by the Europeans as the new world North and South AMERICAS WERE DIVIDED UP AMONG THE EUROPEANS BY THE COMPROMISE AND BLESSING OF THE POPES. GENOCIDE OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS OR AUSTRALIANS OR NEW ZEALDERS WHO REFUSED TO ACCEPT CHRISTIANITY WAS SANCTIONED BY ALL THE EUROPEAN LEADERS.

THERE DOES NOT EXIST ONE COUNTRY IN THE WORLD WHOSE BORDERS WERE NOT ACQUIRED BY WAR. However Israel and the Jews are not permitted to keep any territory they won in six wars that were waged by the Arabs or their proxies Hizbulla and Hamas. Today Syria and Iran are the largest existentialist threat to Israel. Again the Europeans are dragging their feet even though if Iran acquires the atom bomb and missiles from North Korea or Russia they will put every European and possibly American city within range of destruction.

The hatred however still burns in the hearts of Anti Semites who fraudulently exploit their professional stature as professors or physician or union officials in the workforce to use their influence to destroy the State of Israel and the Jews living there. They do not use the excuse of the Jews being Christ killers, but their excuse now is the injustices perpetrated on the Palestinians. For 60 years the Europeans have adopted the Palestinian cause keeping alive the refugees with the hope that these people will supplant the Jews in Israel and will replace the Jews.

The disguises of anti Semitism has been ongoing. One can use Darwin’s theory
of evolution to explain how the face of blatant bigotry has changed and adapted throughout the generations. As the Jew recites on Passover eve at the reading of the Aggadah “bekol dor vedor omdim olanu lechalosanu vehakodosh boruchu matzilanu meyodom” In every generation Anti Semites stand up to annihilate us: but the Holy one rescues us from their hands.” In every generation anti Semites have conspired to kill Jews and later non Jews who are different

The hatred of the JEW IS SO OVER WHELMING AND POWERFUL that the academics of Great Britain have prostituted their integrity and professional reputation to advocate a boycott of Israeli educators. It took the collective efforts of the united worldwide Jewish community to enlist hundreds of college presidents and recipients of the nobel prize to publicize their outrage at this attempt to hijack reason and decency. As at September 30, 2007 the British academics announced that they were advised that their call for a boycott is unlawful. ONLY AFTER THE PUBLICIZING IN THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS THEIR BIGOTRY DID THEY REALIZE THAT THEY

COULD NOT
GET AWAY
WITH THEIR

CRUCIFIXION

OF THE JEW AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL.

THE WORLD 60 YEARS AGO WAS SILENT AS 6 MILLION JEWS WERE KILLED AND OVER 150 MILLION NON JEWS DIED DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR AND THE COMMUNIST REVOLUTIONS IN RUSSIA AND CHINA AND THE CONTINUOUS WARS INCLUDING THE ARAB WARS TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND ALL ITS JEWS WITH THE FULL COOPERATION OF ONE OR MORE OR ALL THE EUROPEANS.

THE JEW AND THE DECENT NON JEW IS NO LONGER SILENT TODAY. THE JEW NOW POSSESS ISRAEL AND THE ABILITY TO RETALIATE, HOWEVER EUROPEANS AS A WHOLE HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO TO OVERCOME THE SUICIDAL STREAK WITHIN
THEMSELVES OF HATRED AND MURDER OF THE JEW THAT RESULTS IN HATRED AND MURDER OF THE NON JEW.

VIGILANCE ON THE PART OF THE JEW AND DECENT NON JEW IS CRITICAL IN ORDER TO REMAIN ALIVE. IT IS OUR SO CALLED FRIENDS IN THE DEMOCRACIES -ESPECIALLY THE EUROPEANS WHO ARE THE MOST DANGEROUS. THE VENOM OF JEW HATRED BURNS STRONG EVEN AFTER THE HOLOCAUST.

In the following chapters I will summarize historical events to illustrate my thesis that anti Semitism = hatred and murder of the Jew and later of the non Jew who is different.